














































































































































































































































































































































THE CITY AS A COMBINATION OF HUMAN AND NATURE 
Isao Mototani 
To匂oUniversity of Agriculture and Technology 
Comprehensive Urban Studies， No.16， 1982， pp. 143-147. 
官leconcept of“natur巴"in our country， isa mixture of heterogeneous views.印1the one 
hand， nature is understood to be al beings not artificial， and nature to be subordinate to humans， 
which comes from the European mind.印1the other hand， man and nature are regarded to be the 
same. In this animistic view， man may be born an animal in his next existence， not only man but also 
p1ants and stones have minds. 
The Japanese vague concept of nature is， however， expected to lead a thought that man is a 
developmental stage in the history of nature. And this concept wi1 enable us to review the many 
problems about the city. 
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